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Analysis and numerical simulation of the 
sterilization of low-calorie grape jam
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Abstract: The objective of this work was to analyze and defined an appropriate heat 
treatment for the sterilization of a low-calorie grape jam (39.26 ± 0.63 °Brix; pH 3.63 
± 0.04) obtained using fruits reduced in carbohydrates by optimized pretreatment, 
and natural Stevia sweetener to replace sucrose. For this purpose, different types of 
information and tools were used. The physicochemical characteristics and proximal 
composition of the jam were determined. Information as to what microorganisms as 
common saprophyte fungi in grapes can develop in these products was gathered from 
the available literature. The thermophysical properties of the product were determined. 
Different combinations of recommended time and temperature combinations for heat 
treatments that inhibit microorganisms were analyzed. FEM numerical were developed 
to predict temperature profiles during heat treatment. Also, microbiological analysis of 
yeast and yeast screening and counting was performed. As a result of this study, two 
heat treatments were proposed to inhibit the fungus B. fulva and B. nivea (common in 
grapes). Two autoclave sterilization processes (121.1°C; 20-32 lb/in2) were defined by the 
time-temperature combinations, T1: 100°C-5 minutes; T2: 100°C-10 minutes, to apply and 
maintain the desired temperature of 100°C throughout the product for 1.3-27 seconds. 
Both treatments were considered suitable for sterilizing a 190 g jam container and were 
validated by microbiological analysis.

Key words: Low-calorie jam, rose grape, thermal treatments, finite elements method, 
temperature profiles.

INTRODUCTION
The high consumption of sugars directly 
or indirectly through food has always been 
related to the increasing of blood glucose 
level, weight gain, increased demand for B 
vitamins, the development of dental caries 
(tooth decay), among other health disorders 
(Blanco Anesto 2002). Given this, several global 
health organizations (WHO, FAO) propose 
recommendations and strategies to reduce 
sugar intake, while promoting the consumption 
of healthy foods (fruits, vegetables, dried fruits, 
seeds, yogurt). Under these guidelines, an 
innovative product obtained through emerging 
technologies was formulated and developed: a 

low-calorie jam using fruits reduced in its natural 
sugars (Laborde et al. 2018) and a Stevia calorie-
free natural sweetener, instead of sucrose, to 
achieve a product of minimal glucidic value 
without chemical additives (Laborde 2019).

The reduced carbohydrate jams belong 
to the group “Foods modified in their glucidic 
composition” (“Alimentos modificados en su 
composición glucídica”) established by the 
Argentine Food Code (CAA 2018). In the process 
of obtaining traditional sucrose-based jams, 
both hermetic packaging and high sugar inhibit 
microbial development and degradation due to 
increased osmotic pressure, extending the shelf-
life and storage time of the product (Lespinard 
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et al. 2009). But for low-sugar jams, additional 
barrier technologies, such as sterilization or 
pasteurization heat treatments, are required 
to achieve microbiological stability. It is known 
that bacteria can live in both hypotonic and 
hypertonic environments, due to the protection 
of a rigid cell wall and the semi-permeable 
cytoplasmic membrane. Normally the cytoplasm 
of the bacteria has a slightly superior osmolarity 
to that of the environment, which guarantees 
the maintenance of water inside. However, when 
the medium is very hypertonic as is the case 
with traditional jams with 65 to 68% soluble 
solids or Brix grades, these mechanisms of the 
bacteria are unable to prevent the loss of water 
which leads to a retraction of the cytoplasmic 
membrane. The loss of water can lead to 
dehydration of the cytoplasm, which leads to 
the halting of growth (Iáñez 2005). In contrast 
in sugar-reduced jams, osmotic pressure is 
not sufficient to have this control effect on 
the development of microorganisms, requiring 
other barriers such as sterilization to ensure the 
safety of the product in storage.

The thermal treatment of food is intended 
to eliminate and inhibit (partially or totally) 
the enzymes and microorganisms that can 
alter the product. To determine the heat 
treatment time that food must undergo to 
achieve microbiological safety, it is necessary 
to know the resistance of the microorganisms, 
as well as the enzymes present in them. Also, 
many of the characteristics of food, such as 
water content (moisture, water activity), fats, 
proteins, carbohydrates, and pH, affect the heat 
resistance of the microorganisms potentially 
present. The pH of the food is one of the most 
important factors in defining the heat treatment 
to be applied. In this sense, foods are classified 
as acidic (pH≤4.6) or low acidity (pH>4.6) (ICMSF 
2005). Reduced-calorie grape jam belongs to 
the food group with high acidity (Laborde 2019) 

so that at this pH, the bacterium Clostridium 
botulinum and its spores cannot develop 
(Tornese et al. 2008, Gómez-Sánchez 2007, 
Cereser et al. 2008).

Another element that can be very useful to 
establish the most suitable heat treatment to 
apply to hermetically packed foods is to know the 
temporal behavior of the product temperature at 
the point farthest from the heat source (thermal 
center). The heat transfer rate data during heat 
treatment usually called the heat penetration 
curve as a function of the applied temperature 
allows determining the time needed to reach 
the sterilization temperature throughout the 
product.

To evaluate the temporal evolution of 
the temperature during the heat treatment, 
the modeling and simulation of the process 
is a valuable tool, since it allows to quickly 
determine the distribution and evolution of 
the temperatures in the product, minimizing 
experimental procedures, reducing costs and 
times (Lespinard et al. 2009). Many researchers 
have tested the advantages of simulation 
tools to predict food behavior during heat 
treatments (Lespinard et al. 2009, Augusto et 
al. 2010, Ansorena & Salvadori 2011, Singh et 
al. 2015, Wang et al. 2017, Garg 2019, Karpińska-
Tymoszczyk et al. 2020).

Furthermore, it should be borne in mind 
that, although pasteurization and sterilization 
processes applied to food ensure its safety, they 
may also cause loss of nutritional value and 
confer undesirable characteristics on its flavor, 
texture, color, and other properties (Lespinard 
et al. 2009, Asorena & Salvadori 2011, Igual et al. 
2015, Kaushik et al. 2018). Then, it is necessary 
to select suitable combinations of time and 
temperature to ensure the microbiological quality 
of the product, minimizing these undesirable 
effects on the nutritional properties, functional 
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attributes, and organoleptic characteristics of 
the food.

This paper addresses the problem of 
defining the appropriate heat treatment for the 
product developed, a reduced-calorie grape 
jam, depending on the characteristics of the 
medium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Raw materials and procedure to obtain low-
calorie grape jam
To obtain the low-calorie grape marmalade 
based on natural sweetener Stevia, grapes (Vitis 
vinifera L.) of the Red Globe variety reduced 
in their caloric sugars by pretreatment of 
ultrasound-assisted osmosis (Laborde et al. 
2018, Laborde 2019), were used. This optimized 
process significantly reduced the content of 
the main carbohydrates of the grape, by 30% 
fructose and 27% glucose. The formulation of 
jam (from pretreated grape, pectin of low-grade 
methoxyl, citric acid, and natural Stevia-based 
sweetener) was defined based on bibliographic 
information and preliminary sensory acceptance 
tests obtained to evaluate sweetness (central 
location test) (not shown here) (Laborde 2019). 
It is important to note here that the sensory 
analysis was performed according to the 
requirements of the ethical committee of the 
Institution Universidad Nacional del Centro 
de la Provincia de Buenos Aires (UNICEN), and 
the samples were prepared by researchers 
who approved the Official Course of Safe Food 
Handling (“Curso sobre Manipulación Segura de 
Alimentos”) of the Ministry of Health (ANMAT, 
Argentina) with a manipulator card (“carnet de 
manipulador de alimentos”) valid at the time of 
the trial.

In the process of obtaining the jam, the 
cooking of the product ended at the moment 
of achieving a concentration of soluble solids 

of 39-40 °Brix (Barrantes Salas 2009, Codex 
Alimentarius 2009) at a temperature of 105-106 
°C (INTA 2018a, b). Once the endpoint of the 
jam was reached, the product was filled hot (98 
°C) in standard hexagonal-faceted glass jars 
(190 cm3 capacity, with half-fold lids) (Figure 1) 
and the containers were closed immediately. 
The containers were previously sterilized and 
tempered in an oven to avoid thermal shock 
with the hot product. The filling of the jars was 
carried out until reaching a level that allowed to 
leave a free space of 1 cm up to the top edge of 
the container. This space called “headspace” is 
very important so that the hot-packed product 
can generate a vacuum when it contracts once 
cooled, further assuring the sealing conditions 
of the container. Immediately after filling the 
containers were covered and inverted. This 
practice was done to ensure that the air in the 
headspace is sterilized as it passes through the 
hot product mass. It also helps the evaporation 
culminate in the bottom of the bottle, and 
then, by returning the container to the normal 
position, the small condensation at the bottom 
will be in the absence of oxygen, with reduces 
the likelihood probability of bacteria developing.

In the sterilization treatment, the freshly 
filled containers can be placed in a water bath 
submerged in warm water in a pot with a canvas 
or wood base to dampen the movement of the 
jars. The jars should be placed with the lid up, 
preventing any spaces between them, locking 
them so that they do not shake or hit during the 
boil, thus avoiding the possible breakage of the 
containers. Containers must cover with water to 
a level that is not less than 2-3 cm above the 
lid of the container and kept in the bath at 100 
°C from the time it boils until the necessary 
sterilization time. A few drops of citric acid can 
be added to the bathwater to avoid stains that 
could appear on the glass due to the hardness 
of the water. Meanwhile, for the sterilization 
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treatment, the freshly filled containers with the 
hot product are autoclaved according to the 
same considerations mentioned for sterilization 
regarding their arrangement and arrangement 
in the baskets of the sterilizing equipment. The 
necessary sterilization time begins to be counted 
from the moment the autoclave reaches 121.1 °C.

The proximal composit ion (water, 
proteins, ashes, and carbohydrates as the 
main components), pH, and soluble solids 
content (°Brix) of the reduced-calorie jam were 
determined according to the methodology 
described below.

Determination of humidity

It was determined by drying in a forced 
convection oven at a temperature of 70 ± 1 °C 
to constant weight, on a 5 g sample, in triplicate 
(an adaptation of method 934.06, AOAC 2000). 

Determination of protein content

Protein content was performed using the 
Kjeldahl method of AOAC 920,152 (AOAC 2000).

Determination of ash

The ash content was determined by combustion 
of the sample (5 g) in the muffle at 550–600 
°C, in two replicates (an adaptation of method 
923.03, AOAC 1980).

Determination of carbohydrate content

The carbohydrate content was determined by 
subtracting the water, protein, and ash masses 
from the total mass of the sample; the fat 
content was assumed to be negligible (Manrique 
2020).

Determination of pH 

It was determined by a pH meter. The automatic 
pH meter was calibrated with pH 7 and 4.1 buffer 
solutions. Approximately 10 g of sample was 
weighed, 100 mL of deionized water was added 
and it was homogenized for a few minutes. The 
pH meter (pH-Meter Orion 720-A, Boston, USA) 
was introduced and read when the equipment 
stabilized (SENCAMER 1979).

Determination of soluble solids content

It was determined by refractometry (ABBE Atago 
89553 Zeiss refractometer, precision ± 0.01 °Brix). 
A small portion of crushed fruit was diluted 
with water and the refractometric reading was 
multiplied by the dilution factor (NMX-F-436-
SCFI 2011).

Definition of the sterilization process
To define the most appropriate sterilization 
treatment (time-temperature combination) for 
the final product, different methodological tools 
were used:
i) Analysis of possible thermal treatments 

to be applied to low-calorie jam, based 
on bibliographic data on the inhibition of 
saprophytic microorganisms of the grapes, 
could potentially be present in the product.

Figure 1. Hexagonal glass container with a half screw 
metal lid used to pack low-calorie Red Globe grape 
jams.
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ii) Development of numerical models to 
predict the temperature in the product 
container´s thermal center through a non-
stationary simulation of the thermal process 
to estimate the treatment time necessary 
for the entire product to reach the selected 
sterilization temperature.

iii) Microbiological tests of fungal and yeast 
count in sterilized products obtained by 
applying the sterilization times resulting 
from the analysis of the previous items (i) 
and (ii).

Analysis of sterilization time based on 
bibliographic data

As mentioned, foods are classified into low acid 
foods (pH>4.6) and acidic foods (pH≤4.6) according 
to the level of acidity (ICMSF 2005). In turn, by 
applying another widely used classification that 
unfolds the second set mentioned above, foods 
can be divided into three groups: low acidity 
foods (pH>4.6), acidic foods (pH from 3.7-4.0 
to 4.6), and high acidity foods (pH<3.7-4.0) (Jay 
1992). This consideration regarding the acidity of 
food is essential at the time of its preservation 
in hermetic containers since a pH value of 4.6 
or less completely inhibits the growth of the 
anaerobic bacterium Clostridium botulinum, 
but above that level, the risks are significant 
(ICMSF 2005, Gómez-Sánchez 2007, Ansorena 
& Salvadori 2011). Low pH contributes in two 
ways to the preservation of a packaged food: 
either because microbial growth is inhibited 
under these conditions, or because the acidity 
of the food reduces the thermal resistance 
of microorganisms potentially present in the 
product during the applied thermal processing 
for its conservation (ICMSF 2005, Gómez-Sánchez 
2007). Microorganisms have different resistance 
to heat treatment: psychrophiles are the most 
sensitive to heat, followed by mesophiles, while 
thermophiles are the most resistant to heat.

According to the classification mentioned 
above about pH, the jam developed in the 
present work under the conditions described 
has a high acidity (its pH turned out to be 3.63 
± 0.04, shown later). Thus, the probability of 
Clostridium botulinum spores in the product 
would be unlikely since this bacterium does not 
grow at a pH below 4.6 (Jay 1992). However, in this 
product, there is the possibility of developing 
other microorganisms such as molds and, to 
a lesser extent, yeasts and mesophilic spore-
forming bacteria (Schmitt 1966, Stumbo 1973, 
Salomão 2002, Gómez-Sánchez 2007, Athayde 
de Souza et al. 2012). Considering that these 
microorganisms are biological agents that can 
potentially be present in the low-calorie grape 
jam, and cause a deterioration in the quality of 
the product, the conditions necessary for their 
inactivation were explored to define one (or 
two) possible heat treatments (s) suitable (T1, T2 
if any) for autoclaving the product.

Development of numerical models of 
temperature prediction during heat treatment

During heat treatments applied to packaged 
foods, the rate of heat penetration depends on 
the nature of the product, which defines the 
dominant mechanism of heat transmission. The 
jam was assumed to be static, thereby heat is 
transferred only by conduction. Non-steady-
state conductive heat transfer during autoclave 
sterilization treatment applied to low-calorie 
grape jam was described by the Second Fourier 
Law (Bird et al. 2006, Lespinard et al. 2009, 2012).

The purpose of this approach was to 
estimate the time required to reach the 
preselected temperature in the thermal center 
of the packaged product during the heat 
treatment applied immediately after packaging 
the product in the bottle. This condition will 
ensure that the thermal center of the container 
reaches the temperature necessary to destroy 
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microorganisms and guarantee the safety of the 
product. 

To achieve this goal, computational 
numerical models were developed to predict the 
temporal distribution of temperature throughout 
the product and, especially, from the thermal 
center of the container, a place farther from 
the heat source. These models, based on the 
Finite Element Method (FEM), were developed to 
simulate conductive heat transfer during heat 
treatment by autoclaving the packaged product 
in an airtight glass container with a twist-off cap.

To define the thermal properties of 
the marmalade, temperature-dependent 
correlations of the components present in their 
proximal composition were used.

The model predictions were used to verify 
that the sterilization program(s) (combination(s) 
of temperature and time), selected based 
on the analysis of the available bibliographic 
information, guarantee the microbiological 
quality of the product.

Microbiological tests to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the thermal treatment 

To analyze the effectiveness of the sterilization 
treatment (s) applied to the packaged product, 
the fungus and yeast count was performed on the 
sterilized jams under the selected temperature 
and time conditions. The objective was to obtain 
information on the microbial load of the product 
to validate (or not) the thermal process (es). The 
analysis of these microorganisms was performed 
since they are the most likely to proliferate in 
the product. To carry out these determinations, 
the methodology described below was used.

APD medium (potato dextrose agar) 
was used. This is a general medium for the 
growth of these microorganisms (fungi, yeasts) 
that has the advantages of its low cost and 
simple formulation. This medium is normally 
supplemented with acids or antibiotics to inhibit 

bacterial growth. The use of APD acidified with 
tartaric acid was based on references that report 
the use of this medium (Quevedo-Preciado et al. 
2005, Da Rocha Ferreira et al. 2011, Huacuz et al. 
2013).

For the preparation of the medium, an 
infusion of potatoes was prepared by boiling 
200 g of potato with the peel (previously 
washed with a brush) in 1 L of distilled water. 
It was boiled for 30 minutes and then filtered 
through a cheesecloth. Then the volume was 
rinsed again adding distilled water up to obtain 
1 L of solution, and 20 g of dextrose and 20 g 
of powdered agar were added (FDA 2001). The 
preparation was homogenized and boiled until 
clarification. The medium was then autoclaved 
at 121.1 °C for 15 minutes.

On the other hand, a 10% tartaric acid 
solution was prepared and it was also autoclaved 
at 121.1 °C for 15 minutes. Petri dishes were 
prepared with 20 mL of APD and 0.3 mL of 10% 
tartaric acid was added to obtain a final pH of 
3.5 (Camacho et al. 2009).

For the preparation of the jam samples to 
be incubated, 11 g portions of the product were 
taken and diluted in 99 mL of water with 0.1% 
peptone (initial suspension: 10-1). This mixture 
was properly homogenized and then dilutions 
were made, transferring 1 mL of the initial 
suspension to tubes with the required volume 
of diluent to obtain other decimal dilutions (10-
2, 10-3, and 10-4).

The surface seeding method was applied, 
inoculating the different decimal dilutions of 
the samples in duplicate. The samples were 
incubated at 25 °C ± 1 °C for 5-7 days. A preliminary 
count and observation of the evolution of the 
plates were performed at 5 days. For expression 
of the results, plates having between 10 and 150 
colonies were preferably selected. In all cases, 
the count was performed according to ISO 7218: 
2007 (ANMAT 2014).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the characterization of low-calorie 
grape jam
Table I shows the proximal composition and 
other physicochemical properties of the jam 
obtained from reduced-calorie grapes and 
Stevia.

As can be seen, the low-calorie grape jam 
presented a low pH, intermediate humidity, and 
meets the required Brix degrees for products 
modified in their glucidic composition (Codex 
Alimentarius 2009).

To design a thermal process, a reference 
microorganism must be taken as the basis. The 
selection of the microorganism must be such 
that it guarantees the destruction of the other 
pathogenic microorganisms less resistant to 
heat that may be present (Garro Mena 2007). 
Therefore, for the selection of the appropriate 
heat treatments to be applied to the low-calorie 
jams of grapes obtained by substituting sugars 
for Stevia, an analysis was made of the potential 
microorganisms that could develop depending 
on the characteristics of the medium. 

Among the common saprophytic molds 
of grapes, it is possible to find heat-resistant 
fungi of the genus Byssochlamys; these 
microorganisms are aerobic but can grow at 
low oxygen concentrations (King et al. 1969, 

Beuchat & Rice 1979, Gómez-Sánchez 2007, da 
Rocha Ferreira et al. 2011, Nguyen 2012, Santos 
et al. 2018). Both in healthy and deteriorated 
grapes, the species Byssochlamys fulva has 
been detected predominantly (Silva 2015), and 
less frequently, Byssochlamys nivea (Beuchat & 
Rice 1979, King et al. 1969, da Rocha Ferreira et al. 
2011, Santos et al. 2018). These fungal strains can 
grow at very low oxygen concentrations (such as 
those present in the headspace of hermetically 
packaged jams), allowing the production of 
enzymes that degrade pectin and leading to loss 
of technological quality of the gel. Furthermore, 
these fungi can generate gas (CO2) production. In 
addition to affecting the quality of food due to 
its visible mycelia formation and the production 
of pectinolytic enzymes, some heat-resistant 
fungi can cause health risks due to their ability 
to produce mycotoxins. Important examples 
include patulin, bisotoxin, malformins, and 
isocyclic acid produced by Byssochlamys sp. 
(Beuchat & Rice 1979, Gómez-Sánchez 2007, 
Santos et al. 2018). Another danger associated 
with the development of these species is that 
their metabolism can cause an increase in 
the pH of the medium, facilitating the growth 
and production of Clostridium botulinum toxin 
(Odlaug et al. 1978, Gómez-Sánchez 2007).

Byssochlamys fulva and B. nivea are heat-
resistant fungi that can cause spoilage in a 

Table I. Proximal experimental composition and other physicochemical properties of Red Globe low-calorie grape 
jam.

Proximal composition (%)

Component/Property Content/Value

carbohydrates 42.61 ± 5.17

proteins 0.99 ± 0.01

ash 1.04 ± 0.17

water 56.26 ± 4.99

Physicochemical properties
pH 3.63 ± 0.04

soluble solids (°Brix) 39.26 ± 0.63
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variety of canned fruit products (Nguyen 2012). 
For these heat-sensitive species, inactivation 
treatment times of 3 to 0.24 minutes have 
been determined at temperatures in the range 
of 85-121 °C for nectars, canned fruits, binary 
mixtures of star fruit pulp, and mango, although 
the treatment depends on the initial number 
of microorganisms and the characteristics of 
the food itself. However, several researchers 
have reported that B. fulva strains have marked 
differences in heat resistance according to 
their environment (King & Whitehand 1990, 
Gómez-Sánchez 2007, Athayde de Souza et al. 
2012). Beuchat & Rice (1979) reported that some 
strains of Byssochlamys can easily withstand a 
15-minute treatment at 85°C.

Da Rocha Ferreira et al. (2011), working with 
fruit nectars (pineapple and passion fruit), 
determined that a heat treatment at 98°C for 27 
minutes allows the Byssochlamys nivea fungus 
to be inactivated, more resistant in this medium 
than Byssochlamys fulva, which only requires 13.6 
minutes at the same temperature, with z values 
for these species of 5.4 and 5.5°C, respectively. 
However, this behavior of higher resistance of 
B. nivea compared to B. fulva is not generalized. 
Other authors have determined opposite results 
regarding the thermal resistance of these 
microorganisms in the same medium (Gillespy 
& Thorpe 1962, Put & Kruiswijk 1964) and also 
when comparing different media (King et al. 
1969). Athayde de Souza et al. (2012) reported 
that the high concentration of soluble solids 
in pineapple and mamon fruit juices seems 
to have a protective effect on B. nivea spores, 
increasing their thermal resistance, possibly 
indicating that the reduction in the activity of 
the water protects them.

The ascospores of certain molds (spores 
produced in the ascites or sex cells of the 
ascomycetous fungi), particularly from the 
genera Byssochlamys, Neosartorya, Talaromyces, 

and Eupecillium, can survive in canned fruits 
(pears) after the heat treatments used in the 
industry (Splittstoesser 1996, Pitt & Hocking 
1997, Gómez-Sánchez 2007). It has also been 
shown that the heat resistance of the B. nivea 
and B. fulva ascospores depends fundamentally 
on the environment in which they are found 
(Beuchat & Toledo 1977). They can be inactivated 
much more quickly at 90 °C in a phosphate 
buffer without sugars than in 16 °Brix tomato 
juice, which shows that some components of 
tomato juice (sugars, for example) would have a 
protective effect on ascospores during warming, 
influencing its inactivation rate (Gómez-Sánchez 
2007), as demonstrated by Athayde da Rocha et 
al. (2012) in other fruit juices. The B. fulva and B. 
nivea ascospores, among others, are extremely 
resistant to heat and are often responsible for 
the deterioration of fruits and derived products 
processed by heat (Kotzekidou 1997, Samapundo 
et al. 2018, Santos et al. 2018). Hatcher et al. 
(1979) showed that ascospores retain viability 
up to temperatures of 98°C.

Regarding the species B. nivea, recently 
Samapundo et al. (2018) studied the combined 
effect of heat treatment on the inactivation of 
their ascospores at different temperatures (range 
85 to 95 °C) depending on the pH of the medium 
(range 4 to 6), finding D (decimal reduction time) 
values independent of pH and varying from 1.1-
1.2 minutes at 90 °C, up to 15-16 minutes at 85 °C. 
Nguyen (2012) carried out an exhaustive review 
of the works on the factors that affect the heat 
resistance of the Byssochlamys ascospores. 
Distinguishing it from other fungi sensitive to 
heat treatments that can be destroyed by heating 
at 65 °C for 10 minutes (Houbraken et al. 2006, 
Splittstoesser et al. 1971, 1974), the ascospores of 
the species Byssochlamys are highly resistant 
to heat, which makes many industrial thermal 
processes inefficient. In practice, in general, the 
processes preferably used by the food industry 
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are relatively gentle to preserve the sensory 
and nutritional attributes of products (Henry & 
Heppell 2002, Polydera et al. 2003, Awuah et al. 
2007); for example, for fruit juices temperatures 
of 89-90 °C for 12-14 seconds are used (Cartwright 
& Hocking 1984). Unfortunately, the ascospores 
of Byssochlamys fulva and B. nivea -common 
in grapes- cannot be effectively inactivated by 
these less severe treatments (Nguyen 2012). 
However, the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) has recommended 
a heating regime of approximately 100 °C for 60 
seconds for fruit juices if there are likely to be 
Byssochlamys species (Bates et al. 2001).

In several studies, the heat resistance of 
Byssochlamys ascospores has been investigated 
using different methods and conditions. In 
general, heat resistance reports can be classified 
into two categories: resistance to various time-
temperature combinations or thermal reduction 
times (D) and temperature resistance coefficients 
(z). Table II and Table III present the responses 
of the B. fulva and B. nivea ascospores by 
applying different heating treatments reported 
in the literature to products based on grapes 
and other fruits, while Table IV shows the typical 
values of D and z (Nguyen 2012).

B. fulva ascospores have greater thermal 
resistance than those of B. nivea; B. fulva 
presenting higher values of D and z than B. 
nivea. For B. fulva ascospores, typical values of 
D90 and z are 1-12 minutes (Bayne & Michener 
1979) and 6-7°C (King et al. 1969); while for B. 
nivea correspond D85 and z values of 0.6-1.2 
minutes and 4.2-5.8 °C (Quintavalla & Spotti 
1993) (Table IV).

By way of illustration, Figure 2 shows the 
(original) results obtained by King et al. (1969) 
for ascospores of B. fulva, coinciding with the 
aforementioned observations regarding the 
protective effect of the high concentration of 
sugars from concentrated grape juice on the 
decimal reduction time of ascospores, compared 
to the behavior of the reconstituted grape juice 
that it has fewer sugars. It can be noted that for 
thermal process temperatures of the order of 
100 °C, the decimal reduction times are reduced 
to a few seconds.

Based on the analysis of the dataset 
presented, and fundamentally considering 
the FAO recommendations, the higher thermal 
resistance (and its D and z values) of the B. fulva 
ascospores compared to B. nivea, and the high 
acidity and low sugar content of the developed 
product, two possible thermal treatments for 

Table II. Thermal resistance of ascospores of Byssochlamys fulva depending on the heating regime in products 
based on grapes and other fruits.

Heating regimen Heating medium Lethality* Reference

87-88 °C ; 30 min canned / bottled fruits NL Olliver &  Smith (1933)

84-88 °C ; 30 min fruit syrup NL Olliver & Rendle (1934)

85 °C ; 60-180 min fruit juices NL Splittstoesser et al. (1974)

87.8 °C ; 81.4 min
92.2 °C ; 13.7 min

reconstituted grape juice (16 °Brix) L King et al. (1969)

86.7 °C ; 118 min
92.2 °C ; 6.8 min

concentrated grape juice (68 °Brix) L King et al. (1969)

up to 80 °C ; 60 min homogenized grape juice NL Splittstoesser et al. (1971)

86 °C ; 53 min grape juice L Michener & King (1974)
* Denotes the survival of the molds after heat treatment: NL: non-lethal, colonies are detected; L: lethal, no colonies detected.
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the inactivation of habitual thermosensitive 
fungi (B. fulva and B. nivea) equivalent to D90 = 
1-12 minutes (Bayne & Michener 1979) and z = 6-7 
°C (King et al. 1969) were proposed:

• T1 heat treatment: after hot filling in 
sterile containers, keep the product in 
a pre-heated autoclave (121.1  °C, 20-
32 lb/in2) for 5 minutes, to achieve the 
desired inactivation temperature of 100 
°C throughout the product, and keep it 
for 1.3 to 27 seconds;

• T2 heat treatment: after hot filling in 
sterile containers, keep the product in 
a pre-heated autoclave (121.1  °C, 20-32 
lb/in2) for 10 minutes, to achieve the 
desired inactivation temperature of 100 
°C throughout the product, and keep it 
for 1.3 to 27 seconds.

For the two proposed heat treatment 
time scenarios, for comparative purposes, the 
simulation of conduction heat transfer in the 
process was performed, to estimate the time 
required for the center of the container (thermal 
center) to reach the temperature desired 
(Lespinard et al. 2012) at 100 °C, and hold for 1.3 
to 27 seconds, as these are the recommended 
necessary conditions to ensure Byssochlamys 
ascospore inactivation (King et al. 1969, Hatcher 
et al. 1979, FAO 2018, Samapundo et al. 2018).

Simulation of the heat transfer during thermal 
treatment by mean of FEM models

Approach to the heat transfer problem

To solve the spatiotemporal differential equation 
that governs the thermal process, a transient 
analysis was carried out with the General Heat 
Transfer module of the COMSOL Multiphysics® 
3.5a software, simplifying the problem based on 
two model proposals.

• A cyl indrical  axisymmetric two-
dimensional domain, taking an average 
radius (R) between the radius r (r = 
36.75 x 10-3 m) and a (a = 32.58 x 10-3 m), 
which refer to the circumscribed and 
inscribed circles, respectively (Figure 3a).

• A three-dimensional domain that by 
the symmetry of the system takes into 
account only one of the 6 equivalent parts 
that make up the hexagonal container 
(Figure 3b).

Governing equation of the transient state 
driving problem

For these models, the equation that governs 
the transfer of heat by conduction in a transient 
state in solid or high-viscosity foods described 
by the second Fourier’s law was represented by 
the following partial differential Equation 1 (Bird 
et al. 2006, Lespinard et al. 2009):

0ρ ∂
−∇⋅ ∇ =

∂p
TC k T
t

 (1)

Table III. Thermal resistance of ascospores of Byssochlamys nivea depending on the heating regime in products 
based on grapes and other fruits.

Heating regimen Heating medium Lethality* Reference

87.5 °C ; 10 min strawberries heat processed NL Put & Kruiswijk (1964)

90-92 °C ; 10 min strawberries heat processed L Put & Kruiswijk (1964)

85 °C ; 20 min tomato paste NL Kotzekidou (1997)

75 °C ; 7 h grape juice L Beuchat & Toledo (1977)
* Denotes the survival of the molds after heat treatment: NL: non-lethal, colonies are detected; L: lethal, no colonies detected.
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where: ρ: density (kg/m3); Cp: specific heat (kJ/
kg °C); T: temperature (°C); t: time (s); k: thermal 
conductivity (W/m °C).

Theoretical solution of the equation of non-
stationary heat conduction

Considering the product simply represented 
as a cylindrical domain, a priori a simplified 
semi-analytical solution to the problem was 
assayed to estimate the required time to reach 
the desired temperature of 100 °C in the center. 
The transient two-dimensional conduction 
problem was described by a “superposition” 
of two problems: the transient conduction in a 
plate and the transient conduction in a infinite 
cylinder (Bird et al. 2006, Welty et al. 2014).

For constant thermal properties of the 
domain evaluated at the initial temperature 
of the product (98 °C), and using a typical 
heat transfer coefficient of 2000 W/m-K in the 
sterilizer (Kumar et al. 1990), the solution of 
the problem of heat transfer considering the 
first term of the series resulted in about 12-15 
minutes to reach 100 °C in the center. This result 

was used to compare with the predictions of the 
simulation models.

Definition of the models 2D-axisymmetric and 
3D and domains discretization

The proposed 2D domain was represented 
by geometry with axial symmetry considering 
all the materials that make up the product: 
glass container, tin twist-off lid, low-calorie 
grape jam, and headspace air (Figure 3a). This 
simplification of the model assuming axial 
symmetry, although it provides an approximate 
solution, allows reducing the number of mesh 
nodes, with the consequent decrease in the 
calculation time involved and the memory 
required for processing (Martínez & Rosenberger 
2013). For the discretization of the domain, after 
having analyzed the convergence of results with 
different degrees of refinement of the automatic 
mesh, a mesh was selected containing 17376 
Lagrangian triangular elements with 35184 
degrees of freedom and a minimum element 
quality of 0.72.

Table IV. D and z values for ascospores of the species Byssochlamys fulva and B. nivea (Nguyen 2012).

Species D and z values Heating medium Reference

B. fulva

D85 = 26.18–59.78 min clarified apple juice Sant´Ana et al. (2009)

D86 = 13–14 min grape juice Michener & King (1974)

D87.8 = 4.8-11.3 min grape juice King et al. (1969)

D90 = 1–12 min apple juice Bayne & Michener (1979)

z = 7.1 °C clarified apple juice Sant´Ana et al. (2009)

z = 6–7 °C grape juice King et al. (1969)

z = 10–13.9 °C grape juice (13 ºBrix) Hatcher et al. (1979)

B. nivea

D75 = 60 min grape juice Beuchat & Toledo (1977)

D80 = 6.6–5.7 min grape juice (17 °Brix) Quintavalla & Spotti (1993)

D85 = 0.6–1.2 min grape juice (17 °Brix) Quintavalla & Spotti (1993)

z = 4.2–5.8 °C grape juice (17 °Brix) Quintavalla & Spotti (1993)
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The 3D domain was represented by a 
simplified spatial geometry with axial symmetry 
representative of 1/6 of the glass container 
containing the jam (Figure 3b). For the 
discretization of the 3D domain, an automatic 
mesh of 18248 Langrangian tetrahedral elements 
was used.

In both cases, this mesh density was 
determined by analyzing the convergence of 
results.

Initial and boundary conditions of the models

As initial conditions for the entire 2D axial 
symmetric domain, a uniform temperature 
To (Equation 2) was considered, which 
corresponded to the temperature of the product 
and the container at the time of hot filling (To = 
98 °C):

T (r, z, 0) = To (r, z) for t = 0; 0 ≤ r ≤ R; 0 ≤ z ≤ H  (2)

where: R: radius of the domain (m); H: height of 
the domain (m).

For the 3D domain case, the initial conditions 
were also uniform temperature (Equation 3) 
To = 98 °C throughout the domain:

T (x, y, z) = To (x, y, z) for t = 0; 0 ≤ x ≤ R; 0 ≤ y ≤ R, 
0 ≤ z ≤ H  (3)

Meanwhile, as boundary conditions for 
both domains, an outer wall temperature Tw 
(Equations 4 and 5) equal to the temperature 
of the steam in the autoclave (121.1 °C) was 
imposed:

Axial symmetric 2D model: T = Tw  for r = R; 0 ≤ z 
≤ H (4)

3D model: T = Tw for x = R; y = R; 0 ≤ z ≤ H (5)

where: Tw: temperature of the external wall of 
the container (°C) (temperature of the steam in 
the autoclave), which was considered constant.

In both domains for the other contours, 
insulation/symmetry conditions were assumed.

Thermophysical properties for the definition of 
domains

In the definition of the thermophysical parameters 
(density, thermal conductivity, specific heat) of 
the sub-domain representing the low-calorie 
jam, that was necessary for solving the transient 
heat transfer problem, isotropic materials with 
variable properties with temperature were 
considered. These properties were calculated 
from the proximal composition of the product 
determined experimentally (Table I) and from 
the correlations shown in Table V, applicable 
to food in general to determine the properties 
of the main components (carbohydrates, water, 
ash, proteins, etc.) (Choi & Okos 1986, Ibarz-
Ribas & Barbosa-Cánovas 2005).

The thermal properties were averaged within 
the jam subdomain by applying the expressions 
recommended by Choi & Okos (1986), and  Ibarz-
Ribas & Barbosa-Cánovas (2005).  The mean 

Figure 2. D values for B. fulva ascospores in 
concentrated and reconstituted grape juices (King et 
al. 1969).
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density of the jam was calculated considering 
the densities of the components present in the 
proximal composition, and their corresponding 
mass fractions (Choi & Okos 1986). While 
the mean thermal conductivity and heat 
capacity of the product were both estimated 
considering the volumetric mean of the thermal 
conductivities and heat capacities of water, 
proteins, carbohydrates, and ashes (Ibarz-Ribas 
& Barbosa-Cánovas 2005).

The correlations that describe the physical 
properties of the jam as a function of temperature, 
were loaded in the models as Subdomain 
Expressions. To define the physical parameters 
of the rest of the materials (container glass, tin 
lid, and headspace air) constant properties were 
used according to the data presented in Table VI 
that are reported in the bibliography.

Resolution of the thermal problem

Non-stationary models were solved using 
Solver Direct UMFPACK, with a time scaling by 
BDF method, a tolerance of 0.001, and a step 
size of 10 s up to a total thermal process time of 

900 s. The resolution involved 96.135 s to obtain 
the solution of the 2D model on a Toshiba Intel 
Pentium Dual CPU T3400 2.17 GHz 64-bit and 
151.751 s model for the 3D model resolved on a 
Bangho Mov Intel Core i3-2350M CPU 2.30 GHz 
32-bit equipment.

Prediction of the temporal evolution of the 
temperature during thermal treatment

Figure 4 shows the predictions of the temperature 
in the entire 2D (a) y 3D (b) domains at two 
process times (5 and 9 minutes). Meanwhile, 
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the 
predicted temperature in the thermal center of 
the container for domains 2D (a) and 3D (b). In 
these heating curves at the point furthest from 
the outside of the system, the initial thermal 
inertia typical of these viscous products can be 
seen, following what was observed by Lespinard 
et al. (2009).

As a result of this analysis, as can be seen in 
Figure 5, the temperature predictions provided 
by the 2D and 3D models allowed us to estimate 
that between 500 and 550 seconds (respectively) 

Figure 3. (a) 2D domain with axial symmetry representing the hexagonal container containing the low-calorie grape 
jam, accompanied by geometric detail of the radius (r) of the circumference that inscribes the vertical projection 
of the hexagonal container and the radius (a) corresponding to the inner circumference tangent to the faceted 
faces of the container; (b) Representative 3D domain of 1/6 of the hexagonal container containing the low-calorie 
grape jam.
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Table V. Correlations for the estimation of thermophysical properties of the majority components of foods.

Property Component Correlation

Density
ρ (kg m-3)

carbohydrates 1.5991 x 103 - 0.31046T

proteins 1.3299 x 103 - 0.5184T

ash 2.4238 x 103 - 0.28063T

water 997.18 + 3.14439 x 103 T - 3.7574 x 103 T2

Thermal conductivity
k (W m-1 K-1)

carbohydrates 0.22141 + 1.3874 x 103 T - 4.3312 x 10-6 T2

proteins 0.17881 + 1.1958 x 103 T - 2.7178 x 10-6 T2

ash 0.32962 + 1.4011 x 103 T - 2.9069 x 10-6 T2

water 0.57109 + 1.7625 x 103 T - 6.7036 x 10-6 T2

Specific heat
Cp (kJ kg-1 K-1)

carbohydrates 1.5488 + 1.9625 x 103 T - 5.9399 x 10-6 T2

proteins 2.0082 + 1.2089 x 103 T - 1.3129 x 10-6 T2

ash 1.0926 + 1.8896 x 103 T - 3.6817 x 10-6 T2

water 4.1762 - 9.0864 x 10-5 T - 5.4731 x 10-6 T2

Table VI. Material properties which used in the definition of the subdomains considered in the models.

Material
Density

ρ (kg m-3)
Thermal conductivity k (W 

m-1 K-1)
Specific heat
Cp (J kg-1 K-1)

Reference

tin 7265 66.8 210 American Elements (2016)

glass 2243 1.125 963 Lespinard et al. (2012)

air 1.184 0.02551 1007 Çengel & Cimbala (2006)

of treatment, the desired temperature is reached 
in the thermal center of 100 °C. These results, 
predicted using thermal properties varying with 
temperature, yield a more realistic description 
of the thermic problem, allowing also to reduce 
the estimated warming time in the simplified 
analytic approach.

Considering that once the proposed 
microbiological inactivation temperature has 
been reached, it is necessary to keep the product 
in these conditions for 1.3 to 27 seconds, based 
on the observed results, it was established that 
the containers should be kept in the autoclave 
at 121.1 °C for not less than 10 minutes to achieve 
the effectiveness of the thermal process. This 
numerical analysis strengthens the selection of 

one of the proposed treatment times for product 
sterilization (T2 = 10 minutes).

However, in literature has been reported 
that due to the high thermal inertia of jams 
(characteristic of this type of product and 
container), the temperature of the thermal 
center continues to rise for a long period 
even during the cooling stage (Lespinard et 
al. 2009, Martínez & Rosenberger 2014). It has 
been observed that the greatest microbial 
inactivation (accumulated lethality) occurs 
during the cooling stage (contrary to what 
occurs in canned products). This inertia could be 
beneficial for the destruction of microorganisms, 
but could degrade the organoleptic quality of 
the products. Based on these observations, it 
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could be thought that the shorter treatment (T1 
= 5 minutes), given the thermal inertia, could 
achieve the objective of maintaining the thermal 
center at 100 °C for 27 seconds required for 
microbiological inactivation of the product. This 
must be verified by appropriate microbiological 
analysis. From another point of view, a shorter 
treatment would allow to conserve more the 
attributes of quality.

Additionally, the model was rescaled 
doubling the size of the container (maintaining 
the spatial relationships), and the problem of 
heat transfer was solved again for the same initial 
and contour conditions, to have an evaluation 
of whether the designed treatments (T1 and 
T2) would cover requirement planned for the 
sterilization. From this analysis, it was estimated 
that the time required for the thermal center 
to reach and maintain the desired temperature 

Figure 4. Temperature profiles in each of the domains, predicted by 2D axial symmetry (a) and 3D (b) models at 5 
and 9 minutes of thermal treatment.
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of 100 °C for 27 seconds would be practically 
double (1070 seconds) than that required in the 
case of the container used experimentally in 
this work. With these results, neither of the two 
treatments would be effective, which highlights 
the modeling of the process due to its versatility 
as a prediction tool.

In any case, it is necessary to validate these 
results through ineluctable microbiological 
analyzes, which were carried out for jams 
sterilized by the treatment selected from the 
numerical model (T2), and also for the shorter 
treatment (T1) to establish, on this analytical 
basis, the effectiveness of the proposed thermal 
treatment (s).

Results of microbiological analysis of the 
thermally treated samples

To carry out the sterilization process under 
these selected conditions, the freshly made and 
hot-packed (98 °C) jams in the thermostatically 
sterile jars were immediately taken to a vertical 
batch-type autoclave previously preheated 
from room temperature until sufficient steam 
production (around 100 °C). The containers 
were placed in the basket and the equipment 
was closed, reaching a temperature of 121.1 °C 

and a pressure of 20-32 lb/in2 in approximately 
120 s. The products were kept in the sterilizing 
equipment under these conditions during the 
preset heating times (T1 and T2). The products 
were then subjected to an initial cooling stage, 
eliminating the overpressure of the autoclave, 
which was then completed by immersing the 
containers in a thermostatic bath at 50 °C to 
avoid thermal shock due to direct contact with 
the environmental conditions that could cause 
the breakage of the glass (Lespinard et al. 2009).

Immediately after sterilization performed 
by the two selected heat treatments (T1 and 
T2), low-calorie Stevia-based grape jams were 
microbiologically evaluated to verify the efficacy 
of the process. Likewise, the same analysis was 
carried out on samples of the product once it 
was opened and stored in a refrigerator (2 to 
8 °C) for more than 5 months, to have a brief 
estimate of its useful life under these conditions 
(simulating consumption of a potential 
consumer of the product).

In the plates used in the microbiological 
analysis of the jams sterilized by the two 
selected heat treatments (T1 and T2), growth 
was observed that corresponded mainly with 
molds, filamentous multicellular fungi, easily 

Figure 5. Evolution of the predicted temperature in the thermal center of the container for both domains, 2D (a) 
and 3D (b). 
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distinguishable by their cottony or velvety 
colonial morphology (Figure 6). Yeasts also 
generally grow in the form of aggregates of 
independent cells, which can be of various 
forms, usually globose. When grown in solid 
media they form colonies similar to bacterial 
colonies. The importance of the determination 
of these microorganisms in food lies in the fact 
that they are the main ones involved in their 
deterioration and decomposition, and they can 
also produce toxic substances called mycotoxins 
(ANMAT 2014).

As can be seen in Table VII, the values of 
the samples analyzed immediately after the 
thermal treatments, regarding the presence 
of molds and yeasts, resulted well below the 
maximum tolerance reference value required 
by the Argentine Food Code (CAA 2018), which 
establishes a maximum of 1000 CFU/g for ready-
to-eat dietary foods (in this case, modified in 
their glucidic composition). This shows that 

in both cases the processing and sterilization 
conditions can be considered adequate.

Regarding the samples opened after 
sterilization which were kept for 5 months 
under refrigeration, it was observed that the jam 
subjected to the T1 heat treatment presented a 
higher amount of CFU per g of molds and yeasts, 
exceeding 4 times the range allowed by the CAA 
(2018). This result would give rise to thinking 
about a shorter useful life of the product once 
it is opened and kept in the refrigerator when 
the shorter heat treatment (T1) is applied. 
However, additional microbiological analyzes 
performed on samples of jam sterilized by both 
heat treatments that were kept in their sealed 
container at room temperature in a dry place 
(shelf storage) for more than 5 months, met 
the CAA requirements by presenting less than 
1000 CFU/g. These results could be interesting 
to have a preliminary estimate of the useful life 
of the product.

Figure 6. Images of microbiological cultures developed in samples sterilized by both heat treatments.

Table VII. Microbiological count in low-calorie grape jams.

Thermal treatment
(T=100 °C)

Parameter
Analysis data

Reference value
Initial1 > 5 months2

T1 (5 min )
Molds and yeasts (CFU*, g)

<10 4745
Maximum 1 × 103

T2 (10 min) <10 220
*CFU (colony forming units): 1Immediately after sterilizing the product; 2Once the container of the sterilized product has been 
opened, after 5 months of refrigerator storage.
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CONCLUSIONS
Adequate thermal treatments were analyzed and 
defined for sterilization of a low-calorie grape 
jam obtained using fruits reduced in their natural 
carbohydrates by an optimized pretreatment, 
and Stevia natural sweetener as a replacement 
for sucrose. The selection of the appropriated 
thermal processes was founded on the 
physicochemical characteristics and proximal 
composition experimentally determined for jam 
(39.26 ± 0.63 °Brix; pH 3.63 ± 0.04), the analysis of 
the potential microorganisms (fungus) that could 
be developed in the product, the determination 
of thermo-physical properties of the jam, the 
analysis of recommended combinations of 
time-temperature for thermal treatments to 
inhibit microorganisms, the development of 
numerical models to predict the temperature 
profiles during thermal treatment, and the final 
microbiological analysis. As a result of this study, 
two heat treatments were proposed to inhibit 
the fungus B. fulva and B. nivea (usual in grapes). 
The autoclave sterilization processes (121.1 °C; 
20-32 lb/in2) were defined by the combinations 
of time and temperature, T1: 100 °C - 5 minutes; 
T2: 100 °C - 10 minutes, to apply and maintain 
the desired temperature of 100 °C in the entire 
product for 1.3 to 27 seconds. Both treatments 
of sterilization were considered adequate and 
were validated by microbiological analysis.
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